The number of dyads and contiguous dyads at different degrees of separation. The data show that the degrees of separation between states in the defensive alliance network range from 1 to 7 across all years. "Inf" stands for infinity, which occurs when two states are neither directly nor indirectly connected through the alliance network. However, though dyads at one, two and three degree(s) of separation exist in all system years, not all system years contain dyads at higher degrees of separation. For example, from 1972 to 1976, only dyads at one, two and three degree(s) of separation exist in the alliance networks.
fig. S1.
Contiguous dyads in the defensive alliance network in 1965. To provide deeper substantive context, we present contiguous dyads at two, three and four degrees of separation in 1965 in the ig S3 Interaction effect of degrees of separation and contiguity on the conditional probability of military conflict. Conditional probabilities of conflict computed from the full temporal exponential random graph model results reported in Model 1 of Table 1 . Noncontiguous and contiguous pairs received a binary coding (0 or 1 respectively) and were sampled at certain degrees of separation (1 to 4). Their respective conflict probability distributions conditional on the rest of the network were then computed. Blue bars represent contiguous dyads, and red bars stand for non-contiguous dyads. Error bars are the 95 percent confidence intervals around the mean probability.
f . . 
able S5
Additional model specifications based on Model 1. Model 3 omits all endogenous factors and control variables except geographic contiguity. Model 4 adds an endogenous factor: alternating k-stars. Model 5 retains all the endogenous factors but omits the control variables except contiguity. The three-degree peace-making horizon persists in these models.
Model 3
Model 4 Microlevel interpretations for states connected by higher order alliances. The predicted probability of conflict is presented in boxplots. The dark blue boxes represent interpretations of Model 1 (Table 1 , main text), while light blue boxes show results from a classic model that removes all higher order alliances from Model 1. For each degree, we select top ten state pairs showing the biggest difference in conflict probability between the models from dyads that have been in existence for at least five years. It is evident that within the three-degree horizon, when accounting for indirect alliances, the predicted probability of conflict between states drops substantively relative to the classic direct-alliance-only model. ig S6 The persistence of alliance paths. The fraction of pairs of states in the previous year that still function in a given year, indicating the stability of the alliance network at different degrees of separation. The left panel shows the persistence percentage for alliances at degrees 1, 2 and 3, which are more stable than those at degrees 4, 5 and 6 presented in the right panel. 
ig S7
Communities in networks are groups of nodes with dense connections internally and sparce connections between groups. The algorithms used here are popular for defining the community structure of complex networks, and all are available for immediate use in the igraph package of R. In the main text, we apply Walktrap as our primary community detection algorithm. Walktrap is based on the intuition that random walks on a network tend to get trapped into a single community As it produces a community partition with a medium modularity score among all the methods, Walktrap is a fairly conservative choice. f . . Modularity score of different community detection algorithms. ig S8 Maps of the international system in 1965, 1990, and 2000 (top to bottom) . The community assignments are generated by Walktrap. Countries painted in white are those that belong to small communities with fewer than 4 members. f .
.
